A new load-share reliability model of systems under the changeable load is proposed in the paper. It is assumed that the load is a piecewise smooth function which can be regarded as an extension of the piecewise constant and continuous functions. The condition of the residual lifetime conservation, which means continuity of a cumulative distribution function of time to failure, is accepted in the proposed model. A general algorithm for computing reliability measures is provided. Simple expressions for determining the survivor functions under assumption of the Weibull probability distribution of time to failure are given. Various numerical examples illustrate the proposed model by different forms of the system load and different probability distributions of time to failure.
Introduction
A lot of available methods and models of the system reliability do not take into account a very important factor which impacts on the real system reliability behavior and takes place in most applications. This factor is a change of working conditions of systems that is caused by a change of the load on the system and its components. A clear example illustrating the impact of the changeable load is provided by Kvam and Peña [1] . The authors of this work describe a large structure supported by welded joints. The structure fails only after a series of supporting joints fail. The failure of one or two welded joints in a bridge support, for instance, might cause the stress on remaining joints to increase, thus causing earlier subsequent failures. This is an example of a load share model, where component failure rates depend on the working or failed states of other components in the system. According to the load share model for a multi-unit system, failure of a unit may put additional load on the surviving units and may reduce the residual time to system failure. On the other hand, the failure of a unit may release extra resources to other units and may increase the time to system failure. The first case leads to the increased failure rate. The second case corresponds to the reduced failure rate.
Another interesting application example of the changeable load is electrical networks whose load strongly depends on outdoor temperature and directly leads to the reliability behavior changes. For example, in Lapland (Finland), where deviations in outdoor temperature are large, the load increase may be up to 100% compared to the load at normal temperature [2] . Valor et al. [3] indicate that the electricity load shows maximum values in winter and summer and minimum values in spring and autumn. As pointed out by Tanrioven and Alam [4] , studies that quantify power system reliability are often limited to constant transmission rates, covering two weather conditions, namely, normal and adverse weather. Therefore, it is necessary to develop methods of reliability analysis which could take into account the load changes.
One of the pioneering works devoted to load-share models applied in the textile industry was proposed by Daniels [5] in 1945. Daniels originally adopted the load-share model to describe how the strain on yarn fibers increases as individual fibers within a bundle break. Last decades, many authors contribute to the load-share models, for instance, Bebbington et al. [6] , Deshpande et al. [7] , Lee et al. [8] , Kim 2 Journal of Quality and Reliability Engineering and Kvam [9] , Lynch [10] , Ross [11] , Shao and Lamberson [12] , Stefanescu and Turnbull [13] , and Yang and Younis [14] .
A lot of papers are devoted to statistical analysis of the load-share parameters [15] [16] [17] [18] . This is only a small part of many papers devoted to load-share models that talks about their importance and applicability.
One of the most important questions of the load-share model is the rule that governs how failure rates change after some components in the system fail or after changing the internal and external loads. This rule depends on the reliability application and on the system reliability behavior. In fact, a system reliability model is directly defined by the model of the load changes or the load function. We select three kinds of the load functions: piecewise constant, continuous, and piecewise smooth.
The discrete load-share reliability models with the piecewise constant load have been studied by Gurov and Utkin [19] . These models are discrete because the load changes occur step-wise at discrete time instances. In contrast to many available models, the proposed models exploit an important assumption which defines these models. This assumption is the so-called "condition of the residual lifetime conservation" of a system, which is equivalent to the condition of continuity of the cumulative distribution function of time to failure or the reliability (survivor) function.
Suppose that the load is changed at deterministic time moments 1 , 2 , . . . , −1 . The load rate ( ) is a function of time whose properties impact on the system reliability measures. In fact, the function ( ) totally defines the loadshare reliability behavior of a system. A case when the function ( ) is a piecewise constant function has been studied in [19] .
Another kind of load-share reliability models deals with systems functioning under continuously changed conditions, for instance, under changes of the temperature around the systems (see examples of electrical networks). In this case, the load factor changes continuously, that is, the load rate ( ) is a continuous function. The systems with this load behavior have been studied by Gurov and Utkin [20] . The main assumption accepted in reliability analysis of the systems is again the condition of the residual lifetime conservation.
However, we can always meet applications where the load cannot be described in one of the above forms. It has a more complex behavior which has to be taken into account by means of a corresponding reliability model. Therefore, we extend the above special cases on a case of arbitrary piecewise smooth load function. In other words, we analyze systems whose reliability behavior can be modeled by the piecewise smooth function ( ). The proposed models with the piecewise smooth load can cover a lot of real applications.
Let ( ) be the reliability of a system under normal (or initial) conditions of its usage. The main problem of the system analysis is to determine the reliability of the system by taking into account the possible changes of the load. Our initial information about the changeable load will be represented by means of the load rate as a measure of the load. In order to take into account the changeable conditions, we define another measure ( ). A method for computing the function ( ) under the piecewise smooth load is proposed in the paper. Moreover, we investigate in the paper how types of probability distributions of time to failure impact on the reliability measures of the system with different types of the piecewise smooth load rate functions.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we consider a discrete load-share model and introduce the condition of the residual lifetime conservation of the system. Section 3 provides the reliability analysis of systems with continuous changes of load. The main results concerning the system reliability with the piecewise smooth load and a general algorithm for computing reliability measure are given in Section 4. A special case when the time to failure of a system is governed by the Weibull probability distribution is studied in Section 5. Some expressions for reliability analysis are provided in the explicit form in this section. Numerical examples illustrating the applicability of the proposed model to systems with the monotone load by different probability distributions of time to failure are given in Section 6. Similar numerical examples considering the nonmonotone load are given in Section 7. Comparison of systems under piecewise constant and smooth loads is carried out in Section 8. Conclusion remarks can be found in Section 9.
Discrete Load-Share Models
We have introduced in the previous section two important survivor functions ( ) and ( ) which correspond to the reliability behavior under normal or initial conditions and under changeable conditions, respectively. It is assumed that the function ( ) is known or can be computed by means of known methods. The main question of the reliability analysis considered in the paper is how to compute the survivor function ( ). An answer to the question depends on many factors including the behavior of the load, the behavior of failure rates under changeable condition, and so forth. In order to illustrate these factors and to show a simplest link between the survivor functions ( ) and ( ), we consider an illustrative example of a parallel system consisting of units such that − 1 units are redundant, which can be analyzed as a discrete load-share model. After failure of a unit, other units are under the increased load which can be measured by the load factor or the load rate denoted as . Note that = /( − 1) for the considered parallel system. After failure of the second unit, the load factor becomes = /( −2). After failure of the th unit, the load factor becomes = /( − ). Finally, after failure of − 1 units, the load factor is = .
Let us consider first a case when the load on a system changes only once at time 1 such that the load rate changes from the initial (normal) value 1 before time 1 to some new value corresponding to the load after time 1 . Let ( ) be the reliability of the system under condition that the load has changed and became . In fact, the survivor function ( ) is defined under condition that the system had the load since time = 0. It should be noted that the function ( ) is auxiliary. It is used in order to get the survivor function ( ). The main idea underlying the computation of the reliability measure ( ) after the load changes is the so-called condition Journal of Quality and Reliability Engineering 3 of the residual lifetime conservation of the system; namely, it can be written as follows:
where the value of the shift is chosen in such a way that ( ) is continuous (without jumps). The condition of the residual lifetime conservation is equivalent to the condition of continuity of the cumulative distribution function of time to failure or the reliability (survivor) function. This condition is natural in most systems. Jumps of a distribution function take place in its approximations. They can be regarded as a mathematical abstraction that can hardly anyhow satisfactorily model any distribution used in reliability theory. To our knowledge, there is no explicit formulation of the condition of the residual lifetime conservation in the reliability literature. However, the reliability analysis of some typical load-sharing systems coincides with the results obtained by Gurov and Utkin [19, 20] .
The value of the shift under the condition of the residual lifetime conservation can be also interpreted as follows. The area under the probability density function ( ) = − ( ) in interval [ 1 , ∞) is equal to the area under the probability density function
Rather simple expressions for ( ) can be obtained if we link the load rate and the system failure rate. We have mentioned that one of the crucial questions of load-sharing models defining the reliability analysis is a rule that governs how failure rates are changed after changing the loads. This rule depends on the reliability application and on the system reliability behavior. We suppose that the load increases by times as the system failure rate increases by times. Then there holds
It should be noted that this rule totally corresponds to the parallel system reliability behavior considered above.
A case when the load changes occur step-wise at discrete time instances 1 , 2 , . . . , and the loads between these instances are constant has been studied in [19] . The load rates at these instances are 1 , 2 , . . . , , respectively. If we assume 0 = 0, +1 = +∞, 0 = 1, then the reliability of a system, taking into account the changeable load, is
The function ( ) is the reliability function of the system under condition that the corresponding load rate is . Parameters , = 1, 2, . . . , , are computed by means of the recurrent algorithm from the following equation:
So, if we find the parameters for all = 1, 2, . . . , , we can compute the function ( ).
Continuous Load-Share Models
Now we briefly consider another case when the load is continuous, that is, the function ( ) is continuous. This case has been studied in detail by Gurov and Utkin [20] .
Let ( ) be a differentiable function of time characterizing the load rate such that (0) = 1. This is an analogue of the normalizing condition which means that the system starts working under a normal load condition. In order to analyze the system reliability by continuous function ( ), we will use the well-known failure rate function ( ) and the cumulative failure rate function Λ( ) which is expressed through the function ( ) as follows:
Then the system reliability function can be defined as ( ) = −Λ( ) . We again assume below that the change of the load by times leads to change of the system failure rate by times. Then there holds ( ) = ( ). It follows from [20] that the reliability function of the system, taking into account the continuously varying load, is
The initial condition here is (0) = 0. The function ( ) ≡ 1 corresponds to the lack of load. The last expression for ( ) can be regarded as a continuous analogue of the expression ( ) = ( − ) given for the discrete models. One can see that a finite set of shifts , = 1, 2, . . . , , is replaced by the function ( ).
It should be noted that a survivor function of the system time to failure is totally defined by its cumulative failure rate function. This implies that the function ( ) can be computed if we find how the cumulative failure rate under the changed load denoted by ( ) depends on the function Λ( ). It is proved in [20] by using the condition of the residual lifetime conservation that the cumulative failure rate ( ) is expressed through the function Λ( ) as follows:
According to [20] , the shift function ( ) can be found as a solution of the differential equation
If the system is under the continuously varying load with the load rate ( ), then the system reliability function is
It follows from the above that the shift function ( ) depends on the system lifetime probability distribution under the normal working state (the cumulative failure rate Λ( ) and the failure rate ( )). It also depends on the system load and the load rate function.
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The above differential equation can be solved in the explicit form only for some special cases. Generally, a corresponding numerical method is required for computing its solution.
Let us consider an important special case when the time to failure under normal conditions of functioning is governed by the exponential distribution with the failure rate ( ) = . Then Λ( ) = . Let us introduce the cumulative load function ( ) = ∫ 0 ( ) . Then the above differential equation has the solution
This implies that the system under the continuous load ( ) has the reliability function
Other special cases can be found in [20] .
Reliability Analysis of a System under the Piecewise Smooth Load
Now we study a general case when the load can be described by the piecewise smooth function ( ). This case extends the above considered discrete and continuous load-share models. The main difficulty of studying the general case is that the function of load ( ) may have jumps or points of discontinuity. Let the function ( ) be continuously differentiable on the positive half except for a finite or countable set of points 1 , 2 , . . . , at which it has discontinuities of the first kind. There are finite bounds at these points to the left ( − 0) and to the right ( + 0).
Then the cumulative failure rate ( ) corresponding to the load rate ( ) is of the form
where Λ( ) is the cumulative failure rate function under a "normal" load condition; ( ) is a piecewise smooth function having the following properties:
under initial conditions ( −1 ) = ( −1 + 0), = 1, 2, . . . , .
(ii) the limit of the function ( ) to the right at the discontinuity point is determined by using the bound to the left from the equation
For generality, we use notation 0 = 0, 0 = 0. On the one hand, one can see that expressions (12) and (13) coincide with the corresponding expression for ( ) and the corresponding equation for the shift function ( ), respectively, obtained for the continuous load-share models. However, there are discontinuity points which significantly complicate solution of the differential equation (13) .
It should be noted that this case is not a combination of the discrete and continuous load-share models considered in the previous sections. It can be regarded as an extension of the continuous load-share model. At the same time, one can see that the discrete model is a special case of models with the piecewise smooth load when ( ) is constant between discontinuity points . The continuous model can also be regarded as a special case of the considered generalization when = 0; that is, there are no discontinuity points of the function ( ).
Below we provide a general algorithm for solving (13) .
Step 1. We solve Cauchy problem (13) in interval (0, 1 ) under initial condition (0) = 0 in order to find the function ( ) in this interval. Then we compute the limit of the function ( ) to the left ( 1 − 0). The limit ( 1 + 0) of the function ( ) to the right at point 1 is computed by solving (14) by = 1.
Step 2. We solve Cauchy problem (13) in interval ( 1 , 2 ) under initial condition ( 1 ) = ( 1 + 0) in order to find the function ( ) in this interval. Then we compute the limit of the function ( ) at time 2 to the left ( 2 −0). The limit ( 2 + 0) of the function ( ) to the right at point 2 is computed by solving (14) by = 2.
Step 3-( − 1). are repeated in the same way.
Step ( ). We solve Cauchy problem (13) in interval ( −1 , ) under initial condition ( −1 ) = ( −1 + 0) in order to find the function ( ) in this interval. Then we compute the limit of the function ( ) at time to the left ( − 0). The limit ( + 0) of the function ( ) to the right at point is computed by solving (14) by = .
Step ( + 1). We solve Cauchy problem (13) in interval ( , +∞) under initial condition ( ) = ( + 0) in order to find the function ( ) in this interval. It should be noted that the function ( ) due to equality (14) is continuous if we define it as bounds to the left or to the right at points .
The proposed algorithm is general, but it is extremely hard from the computational point of view. Therefore, for reliability analysis of systems, it is necessary to consider some probability distributions which could simplify the algorithm. One of such probability distributions is the Weibull distribution which is very important and popular in reliability analysis. It has the power function of the cumulative failure rate function. The use of the Weibull probability distribution allows us to get rather simple expressions for computing the reliability measures in the explicit form.
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The Weibull Probability Distribution of Time to Failure
Let us adapt the proposed algorithm of solving (13) for the case of the Weibull probability distribution and the piecewise smooth function ( ). We assume that the time moments of the load changes are 1 , 2 , . . . , , 1 < 2 < . . . < . The reliability function ( ) can be written as ( ) = −Λ( ) , where Λ( ) = ( / ) . Then the reliability function ( ) can be computed under condition that the following equality holds:
The differential equation (13) for the analyzed case is of the form
It is simple to show that its solution in interval ( , +1 ) under initial condition ( ) = is the following function:
Hence, we can write
In particular, if = 0, then = 0 and the expression (18) is of the form
This is equivalent to the similar expression provided in [20] .
By using (18)- (19), we get the function ( ) in the explicit form in intervals of its continuity. The limit values of the function ( ) at the discontinuity points are determined from equalities (14) which can be rewritten now as follows:
At every discontinuity point of the load function, we have a linear dependence of the bound to the right and the bound to the left of ( ); that is, there holds 
The load rate ( ) in interval (0, 1 ) is a continuously differentiable function. According to (19) the following expression is valid in this interval:
Moreover, we can simply find the left-hand limit of the function ( ) at point 1 as
It follows from (21) by = 1 that the right-hand limit of the function ( ) at point 1 can be found as
According to (18) , a solution of (13) in interval ( 1 , 2 ) under initial conditions ( 1 ) = ( 1 + 0) is the function ( ) satisfying the following equality:
By using (24), we obtain
It follows from above that the function ( ) has the form of (22) in interval (0, 2 ). This implies that the left-hand limit of the function ( ) at point 2 satisfies the equality
It follows from (21) by = 2 that the right-hand limit of the function ( ) at point 2 can be found as
Let us consider the next interval ( 2 , 3 ). According to (18) , the differential equation under the initial condition ( 2 ) = ( 2 + 0) has the solution ( ), satisfying the equality
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Continuing this procedure, we can observe that the function ( ) is defined by (22) for all intervals of time. We can also see that the function ( ) has discontinuities at the same points as the load ( ).
Then the cumulative failure rate for a system with the piecewise smooth load is expressed in the same way as for a system with continuous load in interval [0, +∞); namely,
We have obtained the simple expression for computing the cumulative failure rate and, therefore, the survivor function ( ) = − ( ) of the system with an arbitrary piecewise smooth load.
In particular, we can get for the piecewise constant load with constant values in intervals ( , +1 ), = 1, 2, . . . , , as a special case of the piecewise smooth load,
Then
Hence
By considering the exponential distribution as a special case of the Weibull probability distribution ( = 1), we get in this case ( ) = Λ( ( )). Here ( ) = ∫ 0 ( ) is the cumulative load function.
Reliability Analysis of Systems under the Monotone Load
It has been mentioned that the algorithm given in Section 4 is generally extremely hard from computational point of view. The complexity arises when the discrete and continuous loads are combined. Therefore, special software has been developed for implementing this algorithm. The corresponding software program realizes approximate methods. At the same time, the numerical experiments with some special cases including the use of the Weibull probability distribution of time to failure illustrated the high quality of the developed software. We will show below by means of three numerical examples how the reliability measures of a system without load and with the monotone load depend on the type of the probability distribution of system time to failure. The parameters of probability distributions in all examples are identical, in particular, and the mean value is = 10 h and the standard deviation is = 2 h. The exponential distribution has one parameter.
Let us suppose that the system is under the nondecreasing load with the load rate
One can see that the load function has discontinuities of the first kind at points 4 h and 9 h. The size of the first jump of the function ( ) at time = 4 is equal to 0.4. The size of the second jump at = 9 is 0.9. We compute the survivor function ( ) for different probability distributions of time to failure of the system without load. Example 1. It is assumed that time to failure is governed by the exponential probability distribution with the failure rate = 0.1 h −1 . We compute ( ) by using the exact expression and by using the software developed for comparison of results. First, we compute the cumulative load function defined as ( ) = ∫ 0 ( ) . It is obvious that there holds 
The function ( ) for the exponential probability distribution can be written as ( ) = − ( )/ ( ). Hence, there holds ( ) = −0,1 ( ) . The values of ( ) computed in two ways and values of other auxiliary reliability measures are given in Table 1 .
The function ( ) is shown in Figure 1 . One can see from Table 1 that the values of ( ) computed by means of the exact expression and by the software coincide up to 4 digits after comma. Survivor functions of the system without load ( ) and under the load ( ) are depicted in Figure 2 .
The mean time to failure of the system without load is 1 = 10 h and that of the same system under the load is 1 = 6.50 h.
One can see that the change of the system load leads to decreasing the system reliability. Moreover, it is clear to observe from Figure 2 that the survivor function quickly The mean time to failure of the system without load is 1 = 10 h and that of the same system under the load is 1 = 9.41 h.
Example 3.
It is assumed that time to failure is governed by the Gamma probability distribution with = 10 h and = 2 h. The function ( ) is depicted in Figure 5 . We see stepwise changes of the function ( ). Survivor functions ( ) and ( ) are depicted in Figure 6 . The mean time to failure of the system without load is 1 = 10 h and that of the same system under the load is 1 = 9.1 h.
Reliability Analysis of Systems under the Nonmonotone Load
We will show below by means of two numerical examples how the reliability measures of a system without load and with the nonmonotone load depend on the type of the probability distribution of system time to failure. Let us suppose that the system is under the nonmonotone load with the load rate
One can see that the load function has discontinuities of the first kind at points 4 h and 9 h. We again compute the survivor function ( ) for different probability distributions of time to failure of the system without load.
Example 4.
It is assumed that time to failure is governed by the Rayleigh distribution with the mean value = 10 h. The function ( ) is depicted in Figure 7 . Survivor functions ( ) and ( ) are shown in Figure 8 .
The mean time to failure of the system without load is 1 = 10 h and that of the same system under the load is 1 = 6.3 h. The function ( ) is depicted in Figure 9 . Survivor functions ( ) and ( ) are shown in Figure 10 . The mean time to failure of the system without load is 1 = 10 h and that of the same system under the load is 1 = 9.52 h.
It follows from the Figures 7 to 10 that there is a fundamental difference between the reliability measures of system under the load for the Rayleigh and normal distributions. The functions ( ) and ( ) are rather close to each other for the normal distribution, but they differ significantly from each other for the Rayleigh distribution. In spite of the difference between survivor functions, the functions ( ) are very similar. They have the same intervals of constancy and fluctuations. One can see also the significant difference between mean times to failure.
It is interesting to compare the obtained results for the nonmonotone load with the similar results in the paper [20, Example 6.10] where the normal distribution with the same parameters was used. The load rate in this example had the oscillatory behavior ( ) = 7 + 6 sin( − /2). It can be seen from the example that the survivor functions are very similar. Moreover, the mean time to failure of the system under the load is also close and 1 = 9.66 h. This implies that the probability distribution of time to failure strongly impacts on the reliability behavior of a system, but the piecewise smooth load function can be replaced by its continuous approximation in some applications.
Comparison of Systems under Piecewise Constant and Smooth Loads
Let us compare the obtained results with the reliability measures of systems by discrete load when changes occur step-wise at discrete time instances and the loads between these instances are constant. At that, we take examples from the previous sections with the same parameters, but the load rate is step-wise at instances coinciding with discontinuity points .
Example 6. Let us suppose that the system is under the nondecreasing step-wise load with the load rate
It is assumed that time to failure is governed by the Gamma probability distribution with = 10 h and = 2 h (see Example 3 for comparison). The function ( ) is depicted in Figure 11 . We see step-wise changes of the function ( ). It can be seen from the figure that the function ( ) is also constant between discontinuity time points. Survivor functions ( ) and ( ) are depicted in Figure 12 . The mean time to failure of the system under the load is 1 = 9.26 h. It is larger than the same reliability measure obtained in Example 3 ( 1 = 9.1 h).
Example 7. Let us suppose that the system is under the nonmonotone step-wise load with the load rate It is assumed that time to failure is governed by the normal distribution with the mean value = 10 h and the standard deviation = 2 h (see Example 5 for comparison).
The function ( ) is depicted in Figure 13 . It should be noted that this function is negative in interval between 4 h and 9 h and it is positive after 9 h. This means that the system reliability between 4 h and 9 h is smaller than the reliability of the same system without load. This is also seen from Figure 14 , where survivor functions ( ) and ( ) are depicted.
The mean time to failure of the system under the load is 1 = 10.19 h. This reliability measure is larger than the same measure obtained in Example 5 ( 1 = 9.52 h). Moreover, it is interesting to note that the obtained mean time to failure is also larger than the same measure of the system without load which is 1 = 10 h.
Conclusion
The reliability analysis of systems under the changeable piecewise smooth load as a special case of the piecewise constant load and continuous load has been provided in the paper. The main feature of the considered models is applying the condition of the residual lifetime conservation to reliability analysis which is crucial in the reliability models. The condition means that the cumulative distribution function of time to failure is continuous; that is, it cannot have jumps.
Another important condition is that the change of the load in times leads to change of the system failure rate in times. By accepting these conditions, the reliability analysis is reduced to solving the differential equations of a special form for computing the reliability measure such that the survivor function, the mean time to failure, and so forth. A special case of the Weibull probability distribution of time to failure has been considered in detail. In this case, the solution to the complex differential equations in the explicit form can be found. This fact significantly simplifies the reliability analysis.
Various numerical examples have illustrated how the different forms of the system load and different probability distributions of time to failure can impact on the system reliability. Moreover, the examples have shown that the reliability analysis can be carried out even by very complex function of the load.
